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0.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

0.1 DLP Planning Limited have been instructed by Hampton Brook to respond to the 

inspector’s questions in respect of Matter 4 and specifically in relation to their land 

interest in the following location;  

South Caldecotte (Land Allocated within policy SD16) 

0.2 Hampton Brook is a well-established local land promoter and developer; as such they 

have been fully engaged in both the Joint Core Strategy and Regulation 18 and 19 

consultations. This response will refer to these earlier representations.  
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MATTER 4 - The overall need and requirement for jobs and the strategy and land 

supply to meet the requirement  

1.0 QUESTION 4.7   

 IS THE APPROACH TO THE ALLOCATION OF SOUTH CALDECOTTE AS

 THE PRINCIPAL STRATEGIC EMPLOYMENT ALLOCATION BASED

 ON A CLEAR, ROBUST PROCESS OF SITE ASSESSMENT

 (INCLUDING THE EMPLOYMENT LAND REVIEW AND ECONOMIC

 GROWTH STUDY PHASE 2 DELIVERY STRATEGY)AND INFORMED BY

 SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL? WERE ANY REASONABLE

 ALTERNATIVE EMPLOYMENT SITES TO SOUTH CALDECOTTE

 CONSIDERED WHEN PREPARING PLAN:MK?   

1.1 Paragraph 157 of the NPPF states that ‘Local Plans should allocate sites to promote 

development and flexible use of land, bringing forward new land where necessary, and 

provide detail on form, scale, access and quantum of development where appropriate’ 

1.2 In drawing up Plan:MK, Milton Keynes Council carried out a consultation on Strategic 

Development Directions. This sought feedback on where growth should take place within 

Milton Keynes. This was then used to inform Strategic Site Allocations within chapter 5 

of the Submission Plan:MK. This contains a number of site specific strategic allocations. 

1.3 As part of the plan making process the site has been subject to a robust site assessment 

and is suitable for the delivery of strategically important employment floorspace. 

1.4 The Council has undertaken a rigorous site selection process as part of their plan-making 

process. 

1.5 It is understood that employment site options / alternative approaches to the allocation 

of land for employment were considered by the Council. 

1.6 The Plan:MK Sustainability Appraisal refers to other sites considered, and it is 

understood that land east of the M1 and to the north-east of Newport Pagnell were 

considered. These are the red sites shown below:  
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1.7 It is particularly noteworthy that there are few sites that are capable of supporting 

warehousing and distribution at the scale proposed at South Caldecotte. The majority of 

sites currently available are significantly smaller and none are of the size or strategic 

importance as this. 

1.8 Hampton Brook have a proven track record of delivering strategic employment sites such 

as South Caldecotte and as such there should be no concerns that they are capable of 

delivering a substantial amount of the Plan:MK employment allocation. 
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1.9 It is also noteworthy in looking at sites that the area to the east of the M1 Motorway is 

more rural and any development in this area is more likely to cause serious landscape 

impact. The M1 Motorway is a congested corridor and significant improvement works 

would be required at M1 Junction 13 and junction 14.  

1.10 Section 19 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires a local planning 

authority to carry out a sustainability appraisal of each of the proposals in a Local Plan 

during its preparation. An initial sustainability appraisal has been undertaken and this 

has analysed the South Caldecotte site; as well as other employment sites. The appraisal 

of the site is shown below: 

 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2004/5/section/19
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/local-plans--2
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1.11 The appraisal concludes that the site ‘…is located in close proximity to two other large 

employment sites and comprises 56.8ha of land which could deliver a significant amount 

of employment floorspace. It is not considered that there are any significant planning 

constraints preventing development of the site and proximity to two railway stations may 

be beneficial in terms of encouraging public transport use.’ 

1.12 In this way the proposals comply with paragraph 151 of the NPPF which requires Local 

Plans to contribute to the policy objective of sustainable development. 

2.0 QUESTION 4.8  

 IS DELIVERABILITY OF THE SOUTH CALDECOTTE SITE LIKELY TO BE 

AFFECTED BY ANY FINAL ROUTE OPTIONS OF EITHER THE 

EXPRESSWAY AND/OR EWR 

2.1 The route of the Expressway is yet to be finalised, however it is understood that the 

currently favoured route does not extend through the site. 

 

2.2 Although the precise route for the Expressway is not yet known, the preferred corridor 

will be announced in either July or August.   There are three main corridors shown in 

appendix A  (Corridor’s A B and C)  all of which abut the southern edge of  Milton 

Keynes and extend across the area to the south. 
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2.3 The siting of a number of constraints in relation to the site, namely the siting of the 

Magiovinium Schedule Monument, Eaton Leys development and the Marston Vale 

railway line mean that the expressway is unlikely to cross through the site or affect the 

deliverability of South Caldecotte.  

2.4 In this way the Oxford – Cambridge Expressway will not affect the deliverability of the 

South Caldecotte site. 

2.5 It would be manifestly unfair for the possible and unconfirmed route of the expressway 

to prevent development of the South Caldecotte site. It would also go against the 

principals of positive planning as mentioned in paragraph 182 of the NPPF. 

2.6 With regard to the East-West Rail Line, it is understood that the proposed route would 

make use of the existing Marston Vale Line, upgrading this. Associated upgrades would 

improve access to the site and its public transport accessibility. In this way they are will 

not impact deliverability in any negative way. 
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3.0 QUESTION 4.9  

 WHAT WILL BE THE IMPACT ON THE LANDSCAPE CHARACTER OF THE

 GREENSAND RIDGE, THE SPECIAL INTERESTS OF BOW

 BRICKHILL CHURCH AND DANESBOROUGH IRON AGE FORT, ON-SITE

 PRIORITY HABITAT (LOWLAND MEADOW) AND THE

 SETTLEMENT IDENTITY AND LIVING CONDITIONS OF RESIDENTS AT

 BOW BRICKHILL? CAN ANY POTENTIALLY ADVERSE IMPACTS BE

 SATISFACTORILY ADDRESSED?  

 
 Landscape 
 
3.1 Milton Keynes Council have adopted a Landscape Character Assessment (2015). The 

area to the east of the site has been noted as forming part of the Greensand Ridge. The 

Greensand Ridge is a notable landscape feature though is not itself of heritage value 

(The impact on heritage assets is dealt with elsewhere within this statement). The LCA 

notes panoramic views to Milton Keynes to north from the slopes and the A5, high 

proportion of woodland cover including areas of both deciduous and conifer plantations 

and patchwork of pasture fields to the lower slopes and open land on the slopes with 

over mature hedges.  

3.2 The South Caldecotte site lies within the Clay Lowlands Farmland LCT, which comprises 

low lying and generally flat landscape on the urban edge of Milton Keynes. The 

Assessment notes that development should ensure that open views across the 

landscape character area to the Brickhill Greensand Ridge are retained. 

 

3.3 The scheme would have some impact on the landscape, as would any form of 

development on the South Caldecotte site. A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 

is being prepared and will accompany the planning application on the site. This will 

include an assessment of viewpoints from the Greensand Ridge. Policy Site SD16 is 

self-contained within the existing boundary infrastructure to the site (A5 dual 

carriageway, Brickhill Street and the Railway) 
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3.4 Although the site is designated as an Area of Attractive Landscape (AAL), this does not 

preclude the deliverability of development on the site. This can be taken into account 

within the LVIA and the development considered taking this into account. The scheme 

has been designed so that the smaller units will be located in closer proximity to the 

village of Bow Brickhill. 

3.5 Ultimately the impact of any proposals on landscape character is a planning judgement. 

The development of the site will be significant in size but there are no landscape 

constraints that would have significant implications for deliverability. In this way, any 

impact on the landscape character of the Greensand Ridge is capable of being 

addressed within a planning application. This approach would accord with the aims of 

paragraph 170 of the NPPF with regard to landscape character. 

Heritage 

3.6 Bow Brickhill Church is a Grade II* listed church within the nearby village of Bow Brickhill. 

3.7 As a designated heritage asset, the impact on the church and it’s setting are a material 

consideration within any planning application on the site.  

3.8 The distance from the site to the church is approximately 1.5km. This intervening 

distance and the vegetation on the Greensand Ridge between the site and church mean 

that  it is extremely unlikely that there would be any loss of significance. There are no 

views from the site to the church or vice versa. A Planning, Design, Access and Heritage 

Statement will accompany any planning application on the site and will account for the 

impact of the proposals on the church and it’s setting as a designated heritage asset. 

3.9 The impact on the church as a designated heritage asset will be assessed under any 

planning application. Paragraph 131 of the NPPF states that in determining planning 

applications, local planning authorities should take account of the desirability of 

sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets and putting them to viable 

uses consistent with their conservation. In our view heritage issues are highly unlikely to 

have any impact on the deliverability of South Caldecotte. 

3.10 Danesborough Iron Age Fort is a scheduled ancient monument.. The remains of 

Danesborough Camp hill fort can be found within the dense woodland to the west of 
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Aspley Heath. The camp is 2.4km to the east of the site, there is 1km of woodland 

between the village of Bow Brickhill and the camp itself. There are no views from the site 

to the camp and vice versa. It is suggested that this is too far from the application site to 

have any implications for South Caldecotte and its deliverability.  

3.11 The Historic England entry for the development states that ‘Despite some disturbance to 

the interior caused by afforestation, Danesborough Camp survives well and is a good 

example of its class. Partial excavation of an area of the site demonstrated that 

archaeological remains will survive relating to the occupation of the hillfort, the economy 

of its inhabitants and the landscape in which they lived.’ 

3.12 Closer to the south-west of the site is the Magiovinium Scheduled Ancient Monument. 

As a result of preliminary archaeological geophysical assessment, the development 

would not adversely affect or be constrained by any heritage assets related to the nearby 

Magiovinium Scheduled Ancient Monument. Further archaeological assessment will be 

undertaken to understand more fully the nature of any remains, which shall include a 

field investigation if necessary to inform the final design. 

3.13 The impact on Scheduled Ancient Monuments as a designated heritage asset will be 

assessed under any planning application. Paragraph 131 of the NPPF states that in 

determining planning applications, local planning authorities should take account of the 

desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets and putting 

them to viable uses consistent with their conservation. Heritage issues are highly unlikely 

to have any impact on the deliverability of South Caldecotte. 

 Lowland Meadow 

3.14 Part of the west of the site is designated as a Lowland Meadow priority habitat.  Priority 

habitats can be sensitive to development and both national and local priority species 

and habitats are capable of being a material consideration when 

determining planning applications.  

3.15 Surveys of protected species have been commissioned to look at the presence of such 

species in and around the site, and mitigation will be provided if these are found. 

3.16 The proposed planning application will be accompanied by a scheme of biodiversity 
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mitigation measures, and there is scope for a planning application to make such 

improvements. One notable potential improvement would be to improve connectivity to 

the Caldecotte Lake to the north of the site. 

3.17 It is possible that the development may impact the lowland meadow however it is likely 

that this could be mitigated as part of any planning permission put forward. Whilst  

suggested that any proposals should try to retain such designations, a priority habitat 

could be replaced or compensated for, if it cannot be preserved as part of the scheme. 

The loss of the land would not be so great a material consideration as to be fatal to the 

prospects of any scheme coming forward. Any planning application will be supported by 

appropriate ecological surveys which shall identify schemes for the mitigation of any 

habitats affected by the development and shall also have regard to the potential impacts 

on the overall ecology of the area.  

3.18 In this way the presence of the lowland meadow is unlikely to impact the deliverability of 

South Caldecotte. Ecology issues are capable of being addressed through surveys and 

adequate mitigation and a scheme can provide material ecological benefits. 

3.19 The majority of the arable land on the site is grade 3b, which does not have any 

implications for the deliverability of the South Caldecotte site. 

 Living Conditions & Settlement Identity 

3.20 To the north, residential properties in Caldecotte are 160m from the site separated by 

the Railway and Caldecotte Business Park 

3.21 South of the site beyond the A5 dual Carriageway are individual residential properties 

the closest is 173m 

3.22 To the east, the nearest properties are at 1 and 3 Station Road which are 35 and 50m 

from the site respectively. Beyond this, properties at Greenways  in Bow Brickhill are 

400m from the site 

3.23 Of the above nearest residential properties, the closest and most likely to be affected are 

at 1 and 3 Station Road. The development will be visible from these properties, though 

mitigation will be incorporated into the scheme in order to ensure that the visual impact 

of the building is softened as much as possible. A mitigation scheme in terms of planting 
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to the edges of the site will be incorporated into the masterplan and a detailed LVIA will 

accompany and inform the planning application for the site. 

3.24 The distance to Millward Drive in Bletchley to the west of the site is 280m 

3.25 The site is located some 400m from the village of Bow Brickhill. It is a linear village and 

separated from the site by countryside. The countryside between the site and Bow 

Brickhill will remain as a permanent boundary between the edge of Milton Keynes itself 

and Bow Brickhill, they will be two distinct entities in visual and notional terms. 

3.26 There are no specific amenity issues that are likely to impact the deliverability of the 

scheme. The buildings would have potential to screen noise to neighbouring buildings 

through their siting and design. A number of potential reports could assist in 

demonstrating mitigation for possible impacts, such as: 

• Construction Management Plan 

• Delivery and Logistics Plan 

• Transport Assessment and appropriate mitigation measures 

• Noise and Air Quality Reports 

3.27 These issues will need to be assessed in detail within any planning application for the 

site. there are no noise or noise attenuation issues which would prevent the development 

of the site which cannot be resolved or be addressed by planning condition.  

4.0 QUESTION 4.10  

 GIVEN THE SITE IS PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR WAREHOUSE AND

 DISTRIBUTION USES IS IT REASONABLY RELATED TO THE

 STRATEGIC ROAD NETWORK AND WIDER ACCESSIBILITY VIA THE

 M1?  IS THE SITE REASONABLY CONNECTED BY TRANSPORT 

MODES OTHER THAN THE CAR FOR EMPLOYEES? ARE

 THERE ANY LOCAL HIGHWAY FACTORS (FOR EXAMPLE

 PROXIMITY OF LEVEL CROSSINGS) WHICH WOULD LEAD TO A

 CONCLUSION THAT THE  TRANSPORT IMPACTS WOULD BE SEVERE? 
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4.1 The site is located adjacent to the A5 major arterial road, which converges at the south 

of the site with V10 Brickhill Street. The site is located moderately close to the M1 

Junction 13 and 14 and on a strategic transport corridor, and indeed a transport corridor 

that is a national focus of growth (the Oxford to Cambridge Corridor). The site is well 

connected via the A5 and A5-M1 link road to M1 motorway junction 11A; it also links 

south and west via the M4 and M40. 

4.2 The site is located close to Bow Brickhill railway station which is a short distance walk 

from the site. Furthermore, public transport accessibility to the site is only likely to 

improve with improvements made to the Marston Vale line/ East-West Rail Line.  The 

line currently operates between Bletchley, Fenny Stratford and Bedford and is intended 

to be incorporated into an Oxford – Cambridge line. The site is also accessible from 

buses in central MK, such as the 11, 12 and 602 

 

Service Route (two-way) 
Time of Operation & Frequency 

Weekdays Saturdays Sundays 

17 

Kingston -Woburn 

Sands - The Brickhills 

- Bletchley 

09:19-16:39 

(every 2-3 

hours) 

09:19-16:39 

(every 2-3 

hours) 

No Service 

11/11A and 

12/12A 

Milton Keynes 

Central - Kents Hill 

(12/12A) - Monkston 

- Open University - 

Caldecotte 

06:30-22:05 

(every 30 

minutes) 

06:27-22:04 

(every 30 

minutes) 

No Service 

Source: https://www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/highways-and-transport-hub/bus-and-

taxi/bus-timetables-maps-and-travel-updates 

 

4.3 The site is located adjacent to local cycle routes shown below: 

https://www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/highways-and-transport-hub/bus-and-taxi/bus-timetables-maps-and-travel-updates
https://www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/highways-and-transport-hub/bus-and-taxi/bus-timetables-maps-and-travel-updates
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4.4 The site would make provision for a significant amount of employment floorspace of 

which a significant proportion is warehousing and distribution. The location of the level 

crossing to the north is noted however it is suggested that traffic will predominantly be 

directed south towards the A5 and junction 11A of the M1 Motorway. 

4.5 Whilst any such development will necessitate transportation for employees, deliveries 

and construction works, the site is located reasonably close to public transport and the 

strategic road network.  One the issues that logistic developments have along the M1 

corridor is the limited availability of labour close by to these facilities, which is not an 

issue given the close proximity of Milton Keynes and Bletchley. 

4.6 It should also be noted that any planning application would be accompanied by a 

comprehensive Transport Assessment. The Transport Assessment would cover issues 

such as an assessment of existing conditions, an assessment of the proposed 

development, trip generation, assessment parameters, a highway impact assessment 

including Road Safety, and mitigation. Any proposals would also be accompanied by 

routing plan in accordance with policy CT2 to ensure that access to the site is primarily 
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from the A5 to the south towards junction 11A of the M1 Motorway, rather than through 

Milton Keynes to junction 13. The issue of the specific wording of policy SD16 is dealt 

with below. 

4.7 Surveys have been completed on the frequency and duration of the level crossing 

activity and the resulting queues. The results of the survey are below. Queues occur 

on Brickhill Street towards the site when the level crossing is active, but the 

observations and capacity models demonstrate that the queues quickly disburse once 

the crossing is open. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

4.8 The maximum observed queue on Brickhill Street toward the site is presented above . 

This clearly demonstrates that the queue will not interfere with the proposed access to 

the employment site at South Caldecotte. 

 

4.9 Detailed impact assessments of the proposed development have been undertaken on 

an agreed study with Milton Keynes Council and Highways England. The impact 

assessment, which are in the process of being finalised, have demonstrated that 

following the implementation of appropriate mitigation the residual impacts will not be 

severe. 

Barrier 

No. of 

Trains 

Queue 

  

Time 

Down 

Time 

Up 

Duration 

(mm:ss) 

V10 

Brickhill 

Street (S) 

– Lane 1 

V10 

Brickhill 

Street (S) 

– Lane 2 

Morning Peak Hour (08:00-09:00) 

08:03:00 08:05:36 02:36 1 45 3 

08:27:05 08:30:25 03:20 1 29 1 

09:04:06 09:07:22 03:16 1 46 1 

Evening Peak Hour (17:00-18:00) 

17:12:09 17:15:21 03:12 1 23 2 

17:38:51 17:42:10 03:19 1 6 3 

17:48:59 17:50:06 01:07 1 27 1 
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4.10 The most congested junction in the local area is the A5/Brickhill Street/A4146 Kelly’s 

Kitchen junction. The development is forecast to add 438 two-way vehicle movements 

in the morning peak and 365 two-way vehicle movements in the evening peak. The 

junction is forecast to accommodate over 8000 vehicles in the peak hours and the 

development impact is therefore around 5%. A development impact of this scale can 

be mitigated, and the residual impact will not be severe. 

 

4.11 In this way the site has good strategic transport links and is within a growth corridor. 

Impacts on traffic, highway and pedestrian safety would be mitigated and would not be 

severe. The site can be delivered with minimal infrastructure improvements. As a result, 

the site is considered to be deliverable in highways terms. 

 Policy SD16 Wording 

4.12 The current wording of policy SD16 assumes that V10 Brickhill Street will need to be 

upgraded to ‘Grid Road’ standard. Based on initial technical reports it is not considered 

that it is necessary for the road to be upgraded to this standard as a result of this 

development. 

4.13 It must be noted that the general principles of SD11 suggest that infrastructure 

improvements ‘should be appropriate scale and support the proposed development…. 

make a contribution proportionate to it’s scale and impact’. 

4.14 It is suggested, to ensure the policy is sound, that the reference to upgrading Brickhill 

Street is removed from policy SD16 as this is not justified in accordance with paragraph 

182 of the NPPF. Any improvements should be guided by an assessment of the 

developments impacts as covered elsewhere in policy SD16. 

4.15 The changes would bring the policy in line with Policy CT2 which sets out requirements 

for developments not to prejudice the future development or design of suitable adjoining 

sites.  

4.16 In order to ensure that policy SD16 is sound, it is suggested that it is amended as 

appendix A. 
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5.0 QUESTION 4.11  

 WOULD THE ALLOCATION BE EFFECTIVE? (WOULD IT BE 

DELIVERED?)  IS THERE MARKET DEMAND FOR THE INTENDED 

USES AT THIS LOCATION?  

5.1 Hampton Brook have a track record of delivering strategically important employment 

sites in the area. Recent projects in Milton Keynes include the award winning 250,000 

sq. Ft Pinnacle office scheme in Central MK. The delivery of Trek Cycles European HQ 

at Tilbrook (82,700 sq. ft) and more recently the completed French Bakery Brioche 

Pasquier at Wymbush (240,000 sq ft) which has attracted a considerable number of 

new jobs and significant inward investment to the area. 

 

5.2 A Planning Performance Agreement has been signed between Hampton Brook and 

Milton Keynes Council. The current intention is to submit the planning application in 

September 2018 with a view  to breaking ground in Spring 2019 if permission is 

granted.  

 

5.3 In terms of market interest, A letter of support has been provided by Burbage Realty, 

indicating strong market demand for employment uses in the area. This is attached as 

an appendix. (Appendix B) 

 

6.0 QUESTION 4.12   

 THE COUNCIL HAS PREPARED A CONSULTATION DRAFT

 DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK SPDFOR THE PROPOSED

 ALLOCATION DATED FEBRUARY 2018. WITH REGARD TO NPPF

 PARAGRAPH 153 WHATIS THE INTER-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE

 SPD AND THE CONTENT OF POLICY SD16? SHOULD POLICY 

SD16 AND/OR ITS SUPPORTING TEXT CROSS-REFERENCE THE

 SPD?        

6.1 Paragraph 153 of the NPPF states that each local planning authority should produce a 

Local Plan for its area. Any additional development plan documents should only be used 

where clearly justified. Supplementary planning documents should be used where they 
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can help applicants make successful applications or aid infrastructure delivery. 

6.2 The draft South Caldecotte Framework SPD provides a helpful guide to how the South 

Caldecotte site can be developed, outlining any issues needing to be addressed through 

a planning application. In this way it’s aims are fully complaint with paragraph 153 which 

sets out that SPDs ‘should be used where they can help applicants make successful 

applications or aid infrastructure delivery’. It has been subject to consultation. 

6.3 We would have no objection to policy SD16 cross referencing the SPD if the inspector 

considers that this is necessary. 
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APPENDIX B: Letter from Burbage Realty
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